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Description

FIELD

[0001] The embodiments discussed herein are related
to a computer-readable recording medium or the like.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In recent years, there is a technology for per-
forming encoding in units of words at the time of encoding
data. In encoding performed in units of words, unlike com-
pression using ZIP, encoding is not performed on a plu-
rality of consecutive words. Thus, by performing encod-
ing in units of words, it is possible to reuses a part of
encoding data extracted, without processing anything, in
an encoded state.
[0003] Here, when performing encoding in units of
words, encoding is performed by using a static dictionary
and a dynamic dictionary. The static dictionary is infor-
mation in which codes are associated with words that
frequently appear. If a word targeted for encoding is not
present in the static dictionary, encoding is performed by
registering the subject word in the dynamic dictionary
and allocating a dynamic code to the word. For example,
dynamic codes are allocated in the order in which words
appear.

Patent Document 1: Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 2014-204357
Patent Document 2: Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 09-214352
Patent Document 3: Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 10-260980
Patent Document 4: Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 2004-013680

[0004] However, in the conventional technology de-
scribed above, if a part of encoding data is extracted and
reused after a transfer, there is a problem in that data in
the dynamic dictionary is redundant.
[0005] The dynamic code to be allocated to a word
when the dynamic dictionary is used is allocated in ac-
cordance with the appearance of words. Consequently,
when a part of encoding data is extracted and reused,
the entire dynamic dictionary is stored in a trailer portion
in a compressed file, data that is not related to the part
of extracted code is included in the dynamic dictionary,
which is redundant.
[0006] Accordingly, it is an object in one aspect of an
embodiment of the invention to provide an encoding pro-
gram, a creating program of a dynamic dictionary, an
encoding method, a creating method of a dynamic dic-
tionary, an encoding device, and a decoding device that
can reduce redundancy of data in the dynamic dictionary.

SUMMARY

[0007] According to an aspect of an embodiment, a
non-transitory computer readable recording medium has
stored therein an encoding program that causes a com-
puter to execute a process including: reading text data;
and encoding the text data by using a dynamic dictionary
in which codes and words appearing multiple times are
associated with the text data, wherein a registration des-
tination area, in the dynamic dictionary, of each of the
codes registered in the dynamic dictionary at the encod-
ing is associated with a position, in the text data, of each
of the words associated with the codes.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of an en-
coding process performed by an information
processing apparatus according to a first embodi-
ment;
FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating a con-
figuration of the information processing apparatus
according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration of an encoding unit according to the first
embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of a data
structure of static dictionary information;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of a data
structure of dynamic dictionary information;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a data
structure of a type table;
FIG. 7 is a functional block diagram illustrating an
example of a configuration of a decompression unit
according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the flow a process
performed by an encoding unit according to the first
embodiment;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the flow a process
performed by the decompression unit according to
the first embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of an
extraction process performed by an information
processing apparatus according to a second embod-
iment;
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
figuration of an extracting unit according to the sec-
ond embodiment;
FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of a process
performed by an extracting unit according to the sec-
ond embodiment;
FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example of a hard-
ware configuration of a computer;
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example of pro-
grams running on the computer; and
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating an example of a con-
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figuration of devices in a system according to the
embodiments.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0009] Preferred embodiments of the present invention
will be explained with reference to accompanying draw-
ings. Furthermore, the present invention is not limited to
the embodiments.

[a] First Embodiment

[0010] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of
an encoding process performed by an information
processing apparatus according to a first embodiment.
The information processing apparatus is an example of
an encoding device and a decoding device. The informa-
tion processing apparatus reads a file F1 that is an en-
coding target and performs static code encoding based
on a static dictionary or performs dynamic code encoding
based on a dynamic dictionary, thereby creating an en-
coding file F2. The static dictionary is information in which
static codes are associated with corresponding words
that frequently appear.
[0011] The file F1 described in the embodiment is a
file in which a plurality of words is separated by delimiters
into a plurality of vertical lines (columns). In the example
illustrated in FIG. 1, in the file F1, columns 20a, 21a, and
22a are included. In the column 20a, words related to
"product number" of "1242", "2342", and "3324" are in-
cluded. In the column 21a, words related to "character
name" of "Mickey", "Alice", and "Becky" are included. In
the column 22a, words related to "unit price" of "50",
"500", and "450" are included.
[0012] The information processing apparatus reads a
word from the file F1 and performs a process of replacing
the word that hits in the static dictionary with a static code.
It is assumed that the words included in the file F1 are
separated by spaces. As an example, it is assumed that
the words of "product number", "character name", and
"unit price" included in the file F1 are words hit in the
static dictionary. The information processing apparatus
converts each of the words to a static code. Here, for
convenience of description, the static codes associated
with the words "product number", "character name", and
"unit price" are referred to as "(product number)", "(char-
acter name)", and "(unit price)", respectively.
[0013] The information processing apparatus reads
words from the file F1 and registers a word that does not
hit in the static dictionary in an area that is associated
with position information on the word in the dynamic dic-
tionary that can be segmented into a plurality parts. In a
description below, a case of using a plurality of dynamic
dictionary segments will be described; however, it may
also be possible to use a single dynamic dictionary seg-
ment or dynamic dictionary segments the number of
which is smaller than the number of segments as long
as the dynamic dictionary can be segmented into a plu-

rality of areas.
[0014] In a case of using a plurality of dynamic diction-
ary segments, regarding the words that do not hit in the
static dictionary, information processing apparatus judg-
es the dynamic dictionary segment associated with the
position information on the word based on the plurality
of dynamic dictionary segments and performs dynamic
code encoding by using the determined dynamic diction-
ary segment. The information processing apparatus reg-
isters the word in the dynamic dictionary segment that is
associated with the position information on the word, al-
locates a dynamic code, and replaces the word with the
dynamic code.
[0015] In the example illustrated in FIG. 1, a plurality
of dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22 is present, in
the dynamic dictionary, at the position associated with
each of the pieces of position information. FIG. 1 illus-
trates dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22 associated
with the columns 20a to 22a, respectively; however, dy-
namic dictionary segments associated with other position
information may also be present. For example, the file
F1 may also be divided into the column direction and the
row direction and a dynamic dictionary associated with
each of the areas may also be used.
[0016] The dynamic dictionary segment 20 is the seg-
ment of the dynamic dictionary used when the "words
positioned in the column 20a" are subjected to dynamic
code encoding. For example, the dynamic codes of
"A000h to A0FFh" are allocated to the dynamic dictionary
segment 20. The dynamic dictionary segment 21 is the
segment of the dynamic dictionary used when the "words
positioned in the column 21a" are subjected to dynamic
code encoding. For example, the dynamic codes of
"A100h to A1FFh" are allocated to the dynamic dictionary
segment 21. The dynamic dictionary segment 22 is the
segment of the dynamic dictionary used when the "words
positioned in the column 22a" are subjected to dynamic
code encoding. For example, the dynamic codes of
"A200h to A2FFh" are allocated to the dynamic dictionary
segment 22.
[0017] The information processing apparatus judges,
by using a type table 25, the dynamic dictionary segment
associated with the position information. The type table
25 associates the position information with a pointer. The
pointer is information indicating a dynamic dictionary seg-
ment associated with the position information. For exam-
ple, if the position information is the "word positioned in
the column 20a", the pointer indicates the position in the
dynamic dictionary segment 20. If the position informa-
tion is the "word positioned in the column 21a", the pointer
indicates the position of the dynamic dictionary 22. If the
position information is the "word positioned in the column
22a", the pointer indicates the position in the dynamic
dictionary segment 22.
[0018] It is assumed that each of the words "1242",
"2342", "3324" positioned in the column 20a in the file F1
is the word that does not hit in the static dictionary. The
information processing apparatus judges the dynamic
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dictionary segment 20 associated with the attribute infor-
mation on the "word positioned in the column 20a" based
on the dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22. The infor-
mation processing apparatus performs dynamic code en-
coding by allocating the dynamic codes "A000h",
"A001h", and "A002h" to the words "1242", "2342", and
"3324", respectively.
[0019] It is assumed that each of the words "Mickey",
"Alice", and "Becky" positioned in the column 21a in the
file F1 is the word that does not hit in the static dictionary.
The information processing apparatus judges the dy-
namic dictionary segment 21 associated with the attribute
information on the "word positioned in the column 21a"
based on the dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22. The
information processing apparatus performs dynamic
code encoding by allocating the dynamic codes "A100h",
"A101h", and "A102h" to the words "Mickey", "Alice", and
"Becky", respectively.
[0020] It is assumed that each of the words "50", "500",
and "450" positioned in the column 22a in the file F1 is
the word that does not hit in the static dictionary. The
information processing apparatus judges the dynamic
dictionary segment 22 associated with the attribute infor-
mation on the "word positioned in the column 22a" based
on the dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22. The infor-
mation processing apparatus performs dynamic code en-
coding by allocating the dynamic codes "A200h",
"A201h", and "A202h" to the words "50", "500", and "450",
respectively.
[0021] By performing the process described above, the
information processing apparatus encodes the file F1 to
the encoding file F2. In the encoding file F2, a header
portion 2a, an encoding data portion 2b, and a trailer
portion 2c are included. In the header portion 2a, infor-
mation on the frequency of appearance of words or the
like is included. In the encoding data portion 2b, encoding
data created by the information processing apparatus is
stored. In the trailer portion 2c, information on the dy-
namic dictionary segments 20 to 22 or the like is included.
[0022] Incidentally, regarding the encoding file F2, if
the information processing apparatus receives an in-
struction of some codes that are extraction targets, the
information processing apparatus creates an "extraction
dynamic dictionary" in which an item of the dynamic dic-
tionary segment is associated with the some codes that
are the extraction targets. The information processing
apparatus decodes, by using the extraction dynamic dic-
tionary, the some codes that are the extraction targets.
[0023] For example, the information processing appa-
ratus assumes that, as the code that becomes the ex-
traction target, each of the codes positioned in the column
20b of the encoding data has been designated. In this
case, the information processing apparatus creates the
dynamic dictionary segment 20 associated with the col-
umn 20b as an "extraction dynamic dictionary". The in-
formation processing apparatus decodes some codes
stored in the encoding file F2 by comparing each of the
codes positioned in the column 20b with the extraction

dynamic dictionary (dynamic dictionary segment 20).
[0024] The information processing apparatus accord-
ing to the first embodiment judges a dynamic dictionary
segment associated with the position information on the
words included in the file F1 and performs dynamic code
encoding by using the judged dynamic dictionary seg-
ment. Consequently, the dynamic dictionary segment in
which words and dynamic codes are associated can be
separated by the position information on the words. Con-
sequently, if decoding is performed on some codes, it is
possible to create an extraction dynamic dictionary that
includes only the information on the words associated
with related codes, thereby preventing the data in the
dynamic dictionary from being redundant.
[0025] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating
a configuration of the information processing apparatus
according to the first embodiment. As illustrated in FIG.
2, an information processing apparatus 100, an encoding
unit 100a, a decompression unit 100b, and a storage unit
100c. The information processing apparatus 100 corre-
sponds to the encoding device and the decoding device.
[0026] The encoding unit 100a is a processing unit that
performs the encoding process illustrated in FIG. 1. The
decompression unit 100b is a processing unit that de-
compresses (decoding) the encoding file by using the
extraction dynamic dictionary described above. The stor-
age unit 100c is a storage unit that stores therein the file
F1 that is the encoding target, the encoding file F2 that
is obtained from the encoding process, a decompression
file F3 obtained by decompressing the encoding file F2,
and the like. The storage unit 100c corresponds to a sem-
iconductor memory device, such as a random access
memory (RAM), a read only memory (ROM), and a flash
memory, or a storage device, such as a hard disk drive
(HDD).
[0027] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
configuration of an encoding unit according to the first
embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the encoding unit
100a includes a file read unit 101, a static dictionary in-
formation 102, and a static encoding unit 103. The en-
coding unit 100a includes dynamic dictionary information
104, a type table 105, a dynamic encoding unit 106, and
a file write unit 107.
[0028] The file read unit 101 is a processing unit that
reads data of the content portion in the file F1 that cor-
responds to the encoding target and that is stored in the
storage unit 100c. The file read unit 101 outputs the read
data to the static encoding unit 103.
[0029] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
data structure of static dictionary information. The static
dictionary information 102 has information on the static
dictionary C2 in which static codes are defined to the
words in each of which the frequency of appearance is
equal to or greater than a threshold. As illustrated in FIG.
4, the static dictionary information 102 has 2 grams, bit-
maps, pointers, basic words, and static codes. Among
these, the 2 grams, the bitmaps, the pointers, and the
basic words are associated with the bit filter C1. Further-
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more, the basic words and the static codes are associ-
ated with the static dictionary C2.
[0030] The 2 grams is information that indicates a char-
acter string (or a word) with two characters. Each of the
bit maps indicates a bit map associated with the character
string of the 2 grams. For example, the bit map associated
with "aa" is "0_0_0_0_0". Each of the pointers is a pointer
that indicates the position of a basic word associated with
a bitmap.
[0031] Each of the basic words is a high frequency
word registered in, for example, the static dictionary C2.
Each of the static codes is encoding data allocated to the
basic word. Furthermore, in the static dictionary C2, in
addition to the basic words and the static codes, infor-
mation, such as the character string length, the frequency
of appearance of word, may also be included.
[0032] The static encoding unit 103 is a processing unit
that compares data of the content in the file F1 in the file
read unit 101 with the bit filter C1 in the static dictionary
information 102 and that replaces the word that hits in
the bit filter C1 with the static code. The static encoding
unit 103 outputs the static code associated with the word
to the file write unit 107.
[0033] Here, a description will be given of an example
of a process in which the static encoding unit 103 judges
whether a word hits in the bit filter C1. For example, if a
word is "ableΔ", the static encoding unit 103 makes com-
binations of the bitmaps that are associated with the 2
grams of "ab", "bl", "le", and "eΔ". In each of the digits of
the bitmap, if the values of all of the bitmaps are set to
0, the static encoding unit 103 sets the corresponding
digit of all of the combination bitmaps to "0". In contrast,
if at least "1" is included, the static encoding unit 103
makes combinations of bitmaps by setting the subject
digit to "1".
[0034] For example, it is assumed that the bitmap of
"ab" is "1_0_0_0_0", the bitmap of "bl" is "0_1_0_0_0",
the bitmap of "le" is "0_0_1_0_0", and the bitmap of "eΔ"
is "0_0_0_1_0". In this case, the bitmap that is the com-
bination of each of the bitmaps becomes "1_1_1_1_0".
[0035] The static encoding unit 103 compares the com-
bined bitmaps with the pointers in the bit filter C1 and
then specifies the basic word at the position indicated by
the pointer that is associated with the bitmap. The static
encoding unit 103 sequentially searches for the basic
word associated with the word from the specified basic
words. If a basic word that is the same as the word is
present, the static encoding unit 103 judges that the word
hits in the bit filter C1.
[0036] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
data structure of dynamic dictionary information. The dy-
namic dictionary information 104 includes information re-
lated to the dynamic dictionary illustrated in FIG. 1. As
illustrated in FIG. 5, the dynamic dictionary information
104 has a dynamic bit filter D1, a dynamic dictionary unit
D2, and a buffer D3.
[0037] The dynamic bit filter D1 has 2 grams, bitmaps,
and first pointers. The dynamic dictionary unit D2 has the

dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22. Each of the dy-
namic dictionary segments 20 to 22 associates dynamic
codes, second pointers, and chain areas. The buffer D3
stores therein a word that has not been encoded by a
dynamic code.
[0038] The 2 grams in the dynamic bit filter D1 is infor-
mation indicating character string having two characters
(or two words). Each of the bitmaps indicates a bitmap
associated with 2-gram character string. For example,
the bitmap associated with "aa" is "0_0_0_0_0". Each of
the first pointers is a pointer indicating the position of the
dynamic code associated with the bitmap. Other expla-
nations related to the bitmaps and the first pointers are
the same as the explanations related to the bitmaps and
the pointers illustrated in FIG. 4.
[0039] The dynamic codes in the dynamic dictionary
unit D2 are the codes allocated to the words stored in
the buffer D3. The second pointers are information indi-
cating the position in the buffer D3 in which the words
associated with the dynamics code are stored. For ex-
ample, the second pointer associated with the dynamic
code "A100h" indicates the top position of "Mickey"
stored in the buffer D32. Namely, this indicates that the
word "Mickey" has been subjected to dynamic code en-
coding to the dynamic code "A100h".
[0040] The chain areas in the dynamic dictionary unit
D2 is information indicating whether the corresponding
character string or the like is chained from the pointer
stored in the bit filter. If the corresponding character string
or the like is not chained, "NULL" is set in the chain area.
[0041] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
data structure of a type table. As illustrated in FIG. 6, the
type table 105 has a table 105a, a code allocation pointer
105b, and management information 105c. The table
105a associates the addresses, the position information,
and the pointers. Each of the addresses indicates the
address that has been allocated to the dynamic dictionary
segment associated with the subject attribute informa-
tion. The position information indicates the column in
which the above described word is positioned. Each of
the pointers indicates the position of the dynamic diction-
ary segment associated with the position information.
[0042] The code allocation pointer 105b is the pointer
indicating, regarding each of the dynamic dictionary seg-
ments, an unused dynamic code positioned at the top
from among the dynamic codes allocated to the dynamic
dictionary segment. For example, the dynamic dictionary
segment 21 illustrated in FIG. 5 will be described. It is
assumed that, in the dynamic dictionary segment 21, dy-
namic codes "A100h to A1FFh" are allocated and, among
these dynamic codes, dynamic codes "A100h", "A101h",
and "A102h" are allocated to the dynamic codes "Mick-
ey", "Alice", and "Becky", respectively. In this case, in the
code allocation pointer 105b, the dynamic code "A103h"
is set. Similarly to the other dynamic dictionary segments,
from among the dynamic codes allocated to the dynamic
dictionary segment, the pointer indicating the top position
of the unused dynamic code is set.
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[0043] The management information 105c is informa-
tion that manages, regarding each of the dynamic dic-
tionary segments, the remaining number of words to be
allocated to the dynamic dictionary segment. In the ex-
ample described in the first embodiment, it is assumed
that a maximum of "256" words are registered in each of
the dynamic dictionary segments. Furthermore, the man-
agement information 105c has information on the pointer
that indicates the position of the dynamic code that has
not been allocated to the dynamic dictionary (unused po-
sition).
[0044] A description will be given here by referring back
to FIG. 3. The dynamic encoding unit 106 is a processing
unit that assigns a dynamic code to the word to which a
static code has not been allocated by the static encoding
unit 103 and that performs dynamic code encoding. The
dynamic encoding unit 106 outputs a dynamic code as-
sociated with a word to the file write unit 107. In a de-
scription below, an example of a process performed by
the dynamic encoding unit 106 will be described.
[0045] First, a description will be given of a case in
which the dynamic encoding unit 106 performs dynamic
code encoding on the word that is not registered in the
dynamic dictionary information 104. When the dynamic
encoding unit 106 acquires a word from the static encod-
ing unit 103, the dynamic encoding unit 106 compares
the position information on the word with the type table
105 and judges the position in the dynamic dictionary
segment associated with the position information on the
word. The dynamic encoding unit 106 allocates, from
among the dynamic codes assigned to the judged dy-
namic dictionary segment, the top dynamic code that has
not been allocated to another word to the word. Further-
more, the dynamic encoding unit 106 stores the word in
the buffer D3 and sets the second pointer to the position
in which the word has been stored. Furthermore, the dy-
namic encoding unit 106 updates the first pointer stored
in the dynamic bit filter D1 by setting the first pointer to
the position of the dynamic code that is associated with
the word.
[0046] For example, a description will be given of a
case in which the dynamic encoding unit 106 performs
dynamic code encoding on the word "Mickey" that is not
registered in the dynamic dictionary information 104. The
dynamic encoding unit 106 compares the position infor-
mation on the "word positioned in the column 21a" related
to the word "Mickey" with the type table 105 illustrated in
FIG. 6 and judges the position in the dynamic dictionary
segment 21 that is associated with the position informa-
tion indicating the "word positioned in the column 21a".
[0047] The dynamic encoding unit 106 allocates, from
among the dynamic codes "A100h to A1FFh" allocated
to the dynamic dictionary segment 21, the top dynamic
code, to which another word has not been allocated, to
the word "Mickey". In the example illustrated in FIG. 5,
the dynamic encoding unit 106 allocates the dynamic
code "A100h" to the word "Mickey". The dynamic encod-
ing unit 106 stores the word "Mickey" in the buffer D32

and then designates the second pointer associated with
the dynamic code "A100h" at the position in which the
word "Mickey" has been stored. Furthermore, the dynam-
ic encoding unit 106 updates the dynamic bit filter D1.
The dynamic encoding unit 106 outputs, to the file write
unit 107, the dynamic code "A100h" allocated to the word
"Mickey".
[0048] In the following, a description will be given of a
case in which the dynamic encoding unit 106 performs
dynamic code encoding on the word registered in the
dynamic dictionary information 104. For example, by per-
forming the process described below, the dynamic en-
coding unit 106 judges whether the word targeted for
dynamic code encoding is registered in the dynamic dic-
tionary information 104. The dynamic encoding unit 106
compares a word targeted for dynamic code encoding
with the dynamic bit filter D1 and specifies the position
in the dynamic dictionary unit D2 indicated by the first
pointer. If the same word as the word targeted for dy-
namic code encoding is stored at the position in the buffer
D3 indicated by the second pointer that corresponds to
the specified position, the dynamic encoding unit 106
judges whether the word targeted for dynamic code en-
coding has been registered in the dynamic dictionary in-
formation 104. In contrast, if the same word as the word
targeted for dynamic code encoding is not stored, the
dynamic encoding unit 106 performs the process de-
scribed above because the word targeted for dynamic
code encoding is not registered.
[0049] For example, a description will be given of a
case in which the dynamic encoding unit 106 performs
dynamic code encoding on the word "Mickey" registered
in the dynamic dictionary information 104. When the dy-
namic encoding unit 106 compares the word "Mickey"
with the dynamic bit filter D1 and refers to the position in
the buffer D3 indicated by the second pointer associated
with the dynamic code "A100h", "Mickey" is stored and
the words are matched. Thus, the dynamic encoding unit
106 outputs the dynamic code "A100h" allocated to
"Mickey" to the file write unit 107.
[0050] The file write unit 107 is a processing unit that
acquires static codes and dynamic codes associated with
words and that writes the acquired static codes and the
dynamic codes to the encoding data portion 2b in the
encoding file F2. When the file write unit 107 writes a
static code and a dynamic code to the encoding data
portion 2b, the file write unit 107 associates the static
code and the dynamic code with the positions of the
words that are associated with the dynamic code and the
static code.
[0051] For example, the file write unit 107 stores the
code, which is associated with each of the words in the
first column (the column 20a) in the file F1, in the first
column (the column 20b) in the encoding data. The file
write unit 107 stores the code, which is associated with
each of the words in the second column (the column 21a)
in the file F1, in the second column (the column 21b) in
the encoding data. The file write unit 107 stores the code,
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which is associated with each of the words in the third
column (the column 22a) in the file F1, in the third column
(the column 22b) in the encoding data.
[0052] Furthermore, the file write unit 107 stores infor-
mation on the frequency of appearance of words in the
header portion 2a. The file write unit 107 stores the dy-
namic dictionary information 104 or the like in the trailer
portion 2c.
[0053] FIG. 7 is a functional block diagram illustrating
an example of a configuration of the decompression unit
according to the first embodiment. As illustrated in FIG.
7, the decompression unit 100b includes a file read unit
201, an automaton creating unit 202, a decompression
processing unit 204, and a file write unit 205. Further-
more, the decompression unit 100b includes, for exam-
ple, a first automaton 203a and a second automaton
203b.
[0054] The file read unit 201 is a processing unit that
reads the code stored in the encoding data portion 2b in
the encoding file F2. The file read unit 201 is an example
of a reception unit. For example, if a code that becomes
the extraction target is designated by an input unit (not
illustrated), the file read unit 201 reads the code that be-
comes the extraction target and outputs the code to the
decompression processing unit 204.
[0055] The file read unit 201 reads the information on
the frequency of appearance of words stored in the head-
er portion 2a and outputs the read information to the au-
tomaton creating unit 202. The file read unit 201 reads
the dynamic dictionary information 104 stored in the trail-
er portion 2c and outputs the read information to the au-
tomaton creating unit 202. Furthermore, the file read unit
201 outputs the information on the position of the code
that becomes the extraction target to the automaton cre-
ating unit 202. The information on the position of the code
that becomes the extraction target is information indicat-
ing that, for example, the position of the code is positioned
at which position, i.e., one of the columns 20b to 22b,
illustrated in FIG. 1.
[0056] The automaton creating unit 202 creates, based
on the information on the frequency of appearance of
words, the first automaton 203a that converts a static
code to a word. Furthermore, based on the dynamic dic-
tionary information 104 and the position of the code that
becomes the extraction target, the automaton creating
unit 202 extracts the dynamic dictionary associated with
the position of the code that becomes the extraction tar-
get from the dynamic dictionary information 104. The dy-
namic dictionary extracted by the automaton creating unit
202 is referred to as an extraction dynamic dictionary.
The automaton creating unit 202 creates the second au-
tomaton 203b that converts the dynamic code to the word
based on the relationship between the dynamic code and
the word that are set in the extraction dynamic dictionary.
[0057] For example, if the position of the code that be-
comes the extraction target is included in the column 20b
in the encoding data, the automaton creating unit 202
extracts the dynamic dictionary segment 20 as an ex-

traction dynamic dictionary. If the position of the code
that becomes the extraction target is included in the col-
umn 21b in the encoding data, the automaton creating
unit 202 extracts the dynamic dictionary segment 21 as
the extraction dynamic dictionary. If the position of the
code that becomes the extraction target is included in
the column 22b in the encoding data, an automaton cre-
ating unit 203 extracts the dynamic dictionary segment
22 as the extraction dynamic dictionary.
[0058] The first automaton 203a is an automaton that
associates a static code with a word (high frequency
word). For example, if the first four bits in a code are
included in "0h (0000) to 9h (1001)", a word is specified
by comparing the first automaton 203a with the code.
[0059] The second automaton 203b is an automaton
that associates the dynamic code in the extraction dy-
namic dictionary with a word (low frequency word). The
second automaton 203b is created by being associated
with the extraction dynamic dictionary.
[0060] The decompression processing unit 204 is a
processing unit that specifies a word associated with a
code based on the code acquired from the file read unit
201 and based on the first automaton 203a or the second
automaton 203b. For example, if the first four bits in a
code is included in "0h (0000) to 9h (1001)", the decom-
pression processing unit 204 specifies the word (high
frequency word) associated with the code by comparing
the first automaton 203a with the code.
[0061] Regarding the code that does not hit in the first
automaton 203a, the decompression processing unit 204
specifies a word (low frequency word) by comparing the
second automaton 203b with the code.
[0062] By repeatedly performing the process de-
scribed above on the codes read from the file read unit
201, the decompression processing unit 204 sequentially
specifies words associated with codes and outputs the
specified words to the file write unit 205.
[0063] The file write unit 205 is a processing unit that
stores decoded words acquired from the decompression
processing unit 204 in the decompression file F3.
[0064] In the following, the flow of a process performed
by the encoding unit 100a according to the first embod-
iment will be described. FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating
the flow a process performed by an encoding unit ac-
cording to the first embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 8,
the file read unit 101 in the encoding unit 100a reads, in
units of words, the file F1 that is the encoding target (Step
S101).
[0065] The static encoding unit 103 in the encoding
unit 100a judges whether the word is a high frequency
word (Step S102). For example, at Step S102, if the word
hits in the static dictionary C2, the static encoding unit
103 judges that the word is a high frequency word.
[0066] If the word is a high frequency word (Yes at Step
S102), the static encoding unit 103 performs encoding
by using the static dictionary C2 (Step S103). The static
encoding unit 103 outputs the static code associated with
the word to the file write unit 107 (Step S104) and moves
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to Step S109. In contrast, if the word is not a high fre-
quency word (No at Step S102), the static encoding unit
103 moves to Step S105.
[0067] The dynamic encoding unit 106 in the encoding
unit 100a judges, based on the type table 105, the dy-
namic dictionary segment associated with the position of
the word from a plurality of dynamic dictionary segments
(Step S105). The dynamic encoding unit 106 registers
the word in the area of the judged dynamic dictionary
segment and allocates a dynamic code (Step S106). The
dynamic encoding unit 106 performs encoding by using
the dynamic dictionary segment (Step S107) and outputs
the dynamic code associated with the word to the file
write unit 107 (Step S108).
[0068] The file write unit 107 writes the code (static
code or dynamic code) to the encoding data portion 2b
in the encoding file F2 (Step S109). The encoding unit
100a judges whether the position is the end point of the
file F1 (Step S110). If the position is not the end point of
the file F1 (No at Step S110), the encoding unit 100a
moves to Step S101.
[0069] If the position is the end point of the file F1 (Yes
at Step S110), the file write unit 107 stores the information
on the frequency of appearance of the word in the header
portion 2a in the encoding file F2 and stores the dynamic
dictionary information 104 in the trailer portion 2c (Step
S111).
[0070] In the following, the flow of a process performed
by the decompression unit 100b according to the first
embodiment will be described. FIG. 9 is a flowchart illus-
trating the flow a process performed by the decompres-
sion unit according to the first embodiment. As illustrated
in FIG. 9, the file read unit 201 in the decompression unit
100b receives the designation of the code that is the ex-
traction target (Step S201).
[0071] The automaton creating unit 202 in the decom-
pression unit 100b creates the first automaton 203a (Step
S202). The automaton creating unit 202 creates the sec-
ond automaton 203b based on the position of the code
that is targeted for decoding (Step S203).
[0072] The file read unit 201 extracts the code data
targeted for decoding from the encoding file F2 (Step
S204). The decompression processing unit 204 in the
decompression unit 100b acquires a code from the file
read unit 201 (Step S205). The decompression process-
ing unit 204 compares the value of the first four bits of
the code with the first automaton 203a (Step S206). If a
hit occurs in the first automaton 203a (Yes at Step S207),
the decompression processing unit 204 selects the first
automaton 203a (Step S208). The decompression
processing unit 204 converts the code to a word based
on the first automaton 203a (Step S209) and moves to
Step S211.
[0073] In contrast, if a hit does not occur in the first
automaton 203a (No at Step S207), the decompression
processing unit 204 converts the code to a word based
on the second automaton 203b (Step S210).
[0074] The decompression processing unit 204 judges

whether decoding of the encoding file F2 has been ended
(Step S211). If decoding of the encoding file F2 has not
been ended (No at Step S211), the decompression
processing unit 204 moves to Step S205.
[0075] If decoding of the encoding file F2 has been
ended (Yes at Step S211), the decompression process-
ing unit 204 writes the decoded data to the decompres-
sion file F3 (Step S212) .
[0076] In the following, effects of the information
processing apparatus 100 according to the first embod-
iment will be described. The encoding unit 100a judges
the dynamic dictionary segment associated with the po-
sition information on the word included in the file F1 and
performs dynamic code encoding by using the judged
dynamic dictionary segment. Consequently, because the
dynamic dictionary segments in each of which words are
associated with corresponding dynamic codes can be
distinguished by the position information on the words,
it is possible to efficiently use the dynamic dictionary.
[0077] For example, because the words associated
with the corresponding dynamic codes is separately reg-
istered in each of the dynamic dictionary segments based
on the position information on words/codes, if the code
that becomes the extraction target is designated, the in-
formation processing apparatus 100 extracts the dynam-
ic dictionary segment (extraction dynamic dictionary) as-
sociated with the code that becomes the extraction target
from the dynamic dictionary information 104. Because
the extraction dynamic dictionary has only the data re-
lated to the codes, it is possible to prevent the data in the
extraction dynamic dictionary from being redundant. Fur-
thermore, when performing decoding, it is possible to ef-
ficiently decoding by using an automaton associated with
the extraction dynamic dictionary that is associated with
the position of the code that corresponds to the extraction
target.

[b] Second Embodiment

[0078] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of
an extraction process performed by an information
processing apparatus according to a second embodi-
ment. The information processing apparatus reads the
file F1 corresponding to the encoding target, extracts in-
formation stored in a part of column, and perform dynamic
code encoding by using the dynamic dictionary. For ex-
ample, as will be described later, in the second embod-
iment, from among the pieces of information included in
the file F1, the columns 20a and 21a are extracted, dy-
namic code encoding is performed, and encoding file F4
is obtained.
[0079] The file F1 described in the second embodiment
is a file in which a plurality of words is separated by de-
limiters into a plurality of vertical lines (columns). In the
example illustrated in FIG. 10, the columns 20a, 21a, and
22a are included in the file F1. In the column 20a, words
related to "product number" of "1242", "2342", and
"3324". In the column 21a, words related to "character
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name" of "Mickey", "Alice", and "Becky" are included. In
the column 22a, words related to "unit price" of "50",
"500", and "450" are included.
[0080] The information processing apparatus reads
the information that becomes the extraction target from
the file F1 and performs, regarding the word that hits in
the static dictionary, a process of replacing the word with
a static code. In contrast, the information processing ap-
paratus performs dynamic code encoding on the word
that does not hit in the static dictionary by using the dy-
namic dictionary. The information processing apparatus
registers the words in a plurality of dynamic dictionary
segments that are stored in the dynamic dictionary and
that are associated with the position information on the
words, assigns dynamic codes, and replaces the word
with the dynamic codes.
[0081] As an example, it is assumed that each of the
words "product number", "character name", and "unit
price" included in the file F1 is a word that hits in the static
dictionary. The information processing apparatus con-
verts each of the words that hit in the static dictionary to
a static code. Here, for convenience of description, the
static codes associated with the words "product number",
"character name", and "unit price" are referred to as
"(product number)", "(character name)", and "(unit
price)".
[0082] In the example illustrated in FIG. 10, the dynam-
ic dictionary segments 20 to 22 associated with each of
the pieces of position information are present. FIG. 10
illustrates the dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22 as-
sociated with the columns 20a to 22a, respectively; how-
ever, dynamic dictionary segments associated with other
position information may also be present. For example,
the file F1 may also be divided into the column direction
and the row direction and a dynamic dictionary associ-
ated with each of the areas may also be used. Descrip-
tions related to the dynamic dictionary segments 20 to
22 are the same as those related to the dynamic diction-
ary segments 20 to 22 illustrated in FIG. 1; therefore, the
descriptions will be omitted.
[0083] The information processing apparatus judges,
by using the type table 25, the dynamic dictionary seg-
ment associated with the position information. The type
table 25 associates the position information with a point-
er. The pointer is information indicating the dynamic dic-
tionary segment associated with the position information.
For example, if the position information is the "word po-
sitioned in the column 20a", the pointer indicates the po-
sition in the dynamic dictionary segment 20. If the position
information is the "word positioned in the column 21a",
the pointer indicates the position in the dynamic diction-
ary segment 21. If the position information is the "word
positioned in the column 22a", the pointer indicates the
position in the dynamic dictionary segment 22. Further-
more, in the description of FIG. 10, because the word
positioned in the column 22a is excluded from the ex-
traction target, the dynamic dictionary segment 22 is not
used.

[0084] It is assumed that each of the words "1242",
"2342", and "3324" positioned in the column 20a in the
file F1 is a word that does not hit in the static dictionary.
The information processing apparatus judges, based on
the dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22, the dynamic
dictionary segment 20 associated with the attribute infor-
mation on the "word positioned in the column 20a". The
information processing apparatus performs dynamic
code encoding by allocating the words "1242", "2342",
and "3324" to the dynamic codes "A000h", "A001h", and
"A002h", respectively. The information in the column 20a
extracted from the file F1 is converted to the encoding
data 20b.
[0085] It is assumed that each of the words "Mickey",
"Alice", and "Becky" positioned in the column 21a in the
file F1 is a word that does not hit in the static dictionary.
The information processing apparatus judges, based on
the dynamic dictionary segments 20 to 22, the dynamic
dictionary segment 21 associated with the attribute infor-
mation on the "word positioned in the column 21a". The
information processing apparatus performs dynamic
code encoding by allocating the words "Mickey", "Alice",
and "Becky" to the dynamic codes "A100h", "A101h", and
"A102h", respectively. The information stored in the col-
umn 21a extracted from the file F1 is converted to the
encoding data 21b.
[0086] By performing the process described above, the
information processing apparatus encodes the file F1 to
the encoding file F4. In the encoding file F4, a header
portion 4a, an encoding data portion 4b, and a trailer
portion 4c are included. In the header portion 4a, infor-
mation on the frequency of appearance of word or the
like is included. In the encoding data portion 4b, the en-
coding data 20b and 21b created by the information
processing apparatus are stored. In the trailer portion 4c,
information on the dynamic dictionary segments 20 and
21 and the like is included.
[0087] The information processing apparatus accord-
ing to the second embodiment creates the encoding file
F4 by extracting, from among the pieces of information
included in the file F1, a word in the column that becomes
the extraction target and performing dynamic code en-
coding by using the dynamic dictionary segments asso-
ciated with the position information. Consequently, the
information processing apparatus can notify the trans-
mission destination of only the information on the column
that is needed for the transmission destination of the en-
coding file F4. For example, if a server at the transmission
destination previously holds information on the unit price
associated with a product number, even if information on
the unit price included in the column 22a is not notified
to the server, when only the information on the product
number is notified, the unit price associated with the no-
tified product number can be judged on the server side
[0088] Furthermore, because the encoding data of the
column other than the extraction target and the dynamic
dictionary segment a column other than the extraction
target is decoded are not stored in the encoding file F4,
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it is possible to reduce an amount of data in the encoding
file F4.
[0089] FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a configuration of an extracting unit according to the sec-
ond embodiment. As an example, it is assumed that an
extracting unit 150 is included in the information process-
ing apparatus 100 illustrated in FIG. 2. As illustrated in
FIG. 11, the extracting unit 150 includes a file read unit
151, static dictionary information 152, dynamic dictionary
information 153, a type table 154, an extraction process-
ing unit 155, and a file write unit 156.
[0090] The file read unit 151 is a processing unit that
reads data related to the content portion that is stored in
the file F1 and that becomes the encoding target stored
in the storage unit 100c. The file read unit 101 outputs
the read data to the extraction processing unit 155.
[0091] Descriptions related to the static dictionary in-
formation 152, the dynamic dictionary information 153,
and the type table 154 are the same as those related to
the static dictionary information 102, the dynamic diction-
ary information 104, and the type table 105 described in
the first embodiment; therefore, the descriptions will be
omitted.
[0092] The extraction processing unit 155 extracts,
from among the pieces of data related to the content por-
tion in the file F1, each of the words in the column that
becomes the extraction target and performs encoding.
The information (column) that becomes the extraction
target may also be previously set in the extraction
processing unit 155 or information notified from an ex-
ternal device may also be used. The extraction process-
ing unit 155 performs static code encoding on the word
that hits in the static dictionary information 152 from
among the words that become the extraction target. The
process of static code encoding performed by the extrac-
tion processing unit 155 is the same as static code en-
coding performed by the static encoding unit 103 de-
scribed in the first embodiment.
[0093] From among each of the words that become
the extraction target, the extraction processing unit 155
performs dynamic code encoding based on the position
information on the word that does not hit in static diction-
ary information 152. The process of dynamic code en-
coding performed by the extraction processing unit 155
is the same as the process performed by the dynamic
encoding unit 106 described in the first embodiment.
However, dynamic code encoding performed by the ex-
traction processing unit 155 is not performed on the
words that are other than the extraction target.
[0094] The extraction processing unit 155 outputs, to
the file write unit 156, the encoding result (static codes
and dynamic codes) of each of the words in the column
that becomes the extraction target.
[0095] The file write unit 156 is a processing unit that
acquires the static codes and the dynamic codes asso-
ciated with the words and that writes the acquired static
codes and the dynamic codes to the encoding data por-
tion 4b in the encoding file F4. When the file write unit

156 writes the static codes and the dynamic codes to the
encoding data portion 4b, the file write unit 156 associ-
ates the dynamic codes and the static code with the po-
sition of the words associated with the dynamic codes
and the static code.
[0096] Furthermore, the file write unit 156 stores the
information on the frequency of appearance of word in
the header portion 4a. The file write unit 156 stores, in
the trailer portion 4c, the information on the dynamic dic-
tionary used when the word that becomes the extraction
target is encoded.
[0097] FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating the flow of a
process performed by an extracting unit according to the
second embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 12, the file
read unit 151 in the extracting unit 150 extracts, in units
of words from the file F1 corresponding to the encoding
target, a word that is included in the column and that is
the extraction target (Step S301).
[0098] The extraction processing unit 155 in the ex-
tracting unit 150 judges whether the word is a high fre-
quency word (Step S302). For example, at Step S302, if
the word hits in the static dictionary C2, the extraction
processing unit 155 judges that the word is a high fre-
quency word.
[0099] If the word is a high frequency word (Yes at Step
S302), the extraction processing unit 155 performs en-
coding based on the static dictionary C2 (Step S303).
The extraction processing unit 155 outputs the static
code associated with the word to the file write unit 156
(Step S304) and moves to Step S309. In contrast, if the
word is not a high frequency word (No at Step S302), the
extraction processing unit 155 moves to Step S305.
[0100] The extraction processing unit 155 judges,
based on the type table 154, the dynamic dictionary seg-
ment associated the position of the word from the plurality
of dynamic dictionary segment (Step S305). The extrac-
tion processing unit 155 registers the word in the area of
the judged dynamic dictionary segment and allocates a
dynamic code (Step S306). The extraction processing
unit 155 performs encoding based on the dynamic dic-
tionary (Step S307) and outputs the dynamic code asso-
ciated with the word to the file write unit 156 (Step S308).
[0101] The file write unit 156 writes the code (static
code or dynamic code) to the encoding data portion 4b
in the encoding file F4 (Step S309). The extracting unit
150 judges whether extraction of the extraction target in
the file F1 has been ended (Step S310). If extraction has
not been ended (No at Step S310), the extracting unit
150 moves to Step S301.
[0102] If extraction has been ended (Yes at Step
S310), the file write unit 156 stores information on the
frequency of appearance of the word in the header por-
tion 4a in the encoding file F4 and stores only the dynamic
dictionary used for dynamic code encoding in the trailer
portion 4c (Step S311).
[0103] As described above, the extracting unit 150 cre-
ates the encoding file F4 by extracting the word in the
column that becomes the extraction target from among
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the pieces of information included in the file F1 and by
performing dynamic code encoding using the dynamic
dictionary segment that is associated with the position
information. Consequently, it is possible to notify the
transmission destination of only the information on the
column needed for the transmission destination of the
encoding file F4. For example, if a server at the trans-
mission destination previously holds information on the
unit price that is associated with a product number, even
if information on the unit price included in the column 22a
is not notified to the server, when only the information on
the product number is notified, the unit price associated
with the notified product number can be judged on the
server side.
[0104] In the following, hardware and software used in
the embodiments will be described. FIG. 13 is a diagram
illustrating an example of a hardware configuration of a
computer. A computer 400 includes, for example, a proc-
essor 401, a random access memory (RAM) 402, a read
only memory (ROM) 403, a drive device 404, a storage
medium 405, an input interface (I/F) 406, an input device
407, an output interface (I/F) 408, an output device 409,
a communication interface (I/F) 410, a storage area net-
work (SAN) interface (I/F) 411, a bus 412, and the like.
Each of the pieces of hardware are connected via the
bus 412.
[0105] The RAM 402 is a memory device that allows
data items to be read and written. For example, a semi-
conductor memory, such as a static RAM (SRAM), a dy-
namic RAM (DRAM), or the like, is used or, instead of a
RAM, a flash memory or the like is used. The ROM 403
also includes a programmable ROM (PROM) or the like.
The drive device 404 is a device that performs at least
one of the reading and writing of information recorded in
the storage medium 405. The storage medium 405 stores
therein information that is written by the drive device 404.
The storage medium 405 is, for example, a flash memory,
such as a hard disk, a solid state drive (SSD), or the like,
or a storage medium, such as a compact disc (CD), a
digital versatile disc (DVD), a blue-ray disk, or the like.
Furthermore, for example, the computer 400 is provided
with the drive device 404 and the storage medium 405
as the plurality types of storage media.
[0106] The input interface 406 is a circuit that is con-
nected to the input device 407 and that transmits the
input signal received from the input device 407 to the
processor 401. The output interface 408 is a circuit that
is connected to the output device 409 and that allows the
output device 409 to perform an output in accordance
with an instruction received from the processor 401. The
communication interface 410 is a circuit that controls
communication via a network 413. The communication
interface 410 is, for example, a network interface card
(NIC) or the like. The SAN interface 411 is a circuit that
controls communication with a storage device connected
to the computer 400. The SAN interface 411 is, for ex-
ample, a host bus adapter (HBA) or the like.
[0107] The input device 407 is a device that sends an

input signal in accordance with an operation. The input
signal is, for example, a keyboard; a key device, such as
buttons attached to the main body of the computer 400;
or a pointing device, such as a mouse, a touch panel, or
the like. The output device 409 is a device that outputs
information in accordance with the control of the compu-
ter 400. The output device 409 is, for example, an image
output device (display device), such as a display or the
like, or an audio output device, such as a speaker or the
like. Furthermore, for example, an input-output device,
such as a touch screen or the like, is used as the input
device 407 and the output device 409. Furthermore, the
input device 407 and the output device 409 may also be
integrated with the computer 400 or may also be devices
that are not included in the computer 400 and that are,
for example, connected to the computer 400 from out-
side.
[0108] For example, the processor 401 reads a pro-
gram stored in the ROM 403 or the storage medium 405
to the RAM 402 and performs, in accordance with the
procedure of the read program, the process of the en-
coding unit 100a or the process of the decompression
unit 100b and the extracting unit 150. At this time, the
RAM 402 is used as a work area of the processor 401.
The function of the storage unit 100c is implemented by
the ROM 403 and the storage medium 405 storing pro-
gram files (an application program 54, middleware 53,
an operating system (OS) 52, or the like, which will be
described later) or data files (the file F1 that is the com-
pression target, the compressed encoding file F2, or the
like) and by the RAM 402 being used as the work area
of the processor 401. The program read by the processor
401 will be described with reference to FIG. 14.
[0109] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example of
programs running on the computer. In the computer 400,
the OS 52 that controls a hardware group 51 (401 to 412)
illustrated in FIG. 14 is operated. By operating the proc-
essor 401 in accordance with the procedure of the OS
52 and by performing control and management of the
hardware group 51, the processes in accordance with
the application program 54 or the middleware 53 are ex-
ecuted in the hardware group 51. Furthermore, in the
computer 400, the middleware 53 or the application pro-
gram 54 is read in the RAM 402 and is executed by the
processor 401.
[0110] If an encoding process function is called, the
processor 401 performs processes that are based on at
least a part of the middleware 53 or the application pro-
gram 54 (by performing the processes by controlling the
hardware group 51 based on the OS 52), whereby the
function of the encoding unit 100a is implemented. Fur-
thermore, if a decompression function is called, the proc-
essor 401 performs processes that are based on at least
a part of the middleware 53 or the application program
54 (by performing the processes by controlling the hard-
ware group 51 based on the OS 52), whereby the function
of the decompression unit 100b is implemented. Each of
the encoding process function and the decompression
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function may also be included in the application program
54 itself or may be a part of the middleware 53 that is
executed by being called in accordance with the appli-
cation program 54. If an extraction process function is
called, the processor 401 performs processes that are
based on at least a part of the middleware 53 or the ap-
plication program 54 (by performing the processes by
controlling the hardware group 51 based on the OS 52),
whereby the function of the extracting unit 150 is imple-
mented.
[0111] FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a configuration of devices in a system according to the
embodiments. The system illustrated in FIG. 15 includes
a computer 50a, a computer 50b, a base station 60, and
the network 413. The computer 50a is connected to the
network 413 that is connected to the computer 50b by
using wireless or wired connection.
[0112] The encoding unit 100a and the decompression
unit 100b illustrated in FIG. 2 may also be included in
either the computer 50a or the computer 50b illustrated
in FIG. 15. The computer 50b may also include the en-
coding unit 100a and the computer 50a may also include
the decompression unit 100b, or, alternatively, the com-
puter 50a may also include the encoding unit 100a and
the computer 50b may also include the decompression
unit 100b. Furthermore, both the computer 50a and the
computer 50b may also include the encoding unit 100a
and the decompression unit 100b.
[0113] In the following, a part of a modification of the
above described embodiments will be described. In ad-
dition to the modification described below, design chang-
es can be appropriately made without departing from the
scope of the present invention. The target for the encod-
ing process may also be, in addition to data in a file,
monitoring messages or the like output from a system.
For example, a process of encoding the monitoring mes-
sages that are sequentially stored in a buffer is performed
by the encoding process described above and a process
of storing the messages as a log file is performed. Fur-
thermore, for example, encoding may also be performed
per page in a database or encoding may also be per-
formed in units of groups of plurality of pages.
[0114] Furthermore, in the first embodiment and the
second embodiment described above, as a specific ex-
ample of the position in text data of a word, the position
of a column in a file in which a plurality of words is sep-
arated by delimiters into a plurality of vertical lines (col-
umns) is used for the explanation. However, the position
is not limited to the column position described above. In
addition to this, as the position in text data, it is possible
to use various kinds of position information on the position
defined by a segment, such as a paragraph or a chapter,
or the position defined in accordance with the number of
words counted from the top.
[0115] It is possible to reduce the redundancy of data
in a dynamic dictionary.

Claims

1. An encoding program that causes a computer to ex-
ecute a process comprising:

encoding text data by using a dynamic dictionary
in which codes and words appearing multiple
times are associated with the text data, wherein
a registration destination area, in the dynamic
dictionary, of each of the codes registered in the
dynamic dictionary at the encoding is associated
with a position, in the text data, of each of the
words associated with the codes.

2. The encoding program according to claim 1, wherein
the dynamic dictionary includes a plurality of dynam-
ic dictionary segments, and
the registration destination area is one of the plurality
of dynamic dictionary segments.

3. The encoding program according to claim 1, wherein
the registration destination area in the dynamic dic-
tionary is linked to the regularity, in the text data, of
each of the words associated with the codes.

4. An encoding method comprising:

encoding text data by using a dynamic dictionary
in which codes and words appearing multiple
times are associated with the text data, wherein
a registration destination area, in the dynamic
dictionary, of each of the codes registered in the
dynamic dictionary at the encoding is associated
with a position, in the text data, of each of the
words associated with the codes.

5. The encoding method according to claim 4, wherein
the registration destination area in the dynamic dic-
tionary is linked to the regularity, in the text data, of
each of the words associated with the codes.

6. An encoding device(100a) comprising:

an encoding unit(106) that encodes text data by
using a dynamic dictionary in which codes and
words appearing multiple times are associated
with the text data, wherein
a registration destination area, in the dynamic
dictionary, of each of the codes registered in the
dynamic dictionary at the encoding is associated
with a position, in the text data, of each of the
words associated with the codes.

7. The encoding device according to claim 6, wherein
the registration destination area in the dynamic dic-
tionary is linked to the regularity, in the text data, of
each of the words associated with the codes.
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